We introduce a novel coverage problem that arises in aerial surveying applications. The goal is to compute a shortest path that visits a given set of cones. 
Introduction
Imagine an aerial robot charged with observing n objects on the ground. It has a downward-facing camera with fixed field of view 2α. When the robot takes a picture, the number of pixels in the image corresponding to the object is proportional to the height of the camera when the image is taken. Therefore, to capture an image of an object with a desired resolution, the robot must enter an inverted cone positioned on the object with slope π/2 − α and a given height (Figure 1 ). Motivated by such visual coverage problems, we study the problem of computing the shortest path that visits a given set of cones.
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is the problem of finding a shortest length tour that visits a given set of cities (Cook, 2012) . It is a classical optimization problem. In TSP with neighborhoods (TSPN), the input is a collection of neighborhoods (e.g. disks). It suffices to visit any point in the neighborhood. In this paper, we introduce a novel geometric TSPN variant which we call Cone-TSPN. Our main contribution is an approximation algorithm that runs in polynomial time and returns a solution that is guaranteed to be within a factor of O(1 + log( h max /h min )) of the optimal solution where h max and h min are the respective heights of the tallest and shortest input cones, and α is the angle of the cones. In addition to proving the theoretical worst-case approximation factor, we also validate our algorithm by executing it on Cone-TSPN instances generated from satellite imagery and by a random process.
Cone-TSP arises in many emerging applications of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Small UAVs often have short flight times, yet they can still cover large areas because as the UAV flies higher, the image footprint gets bigger. This, of course, comes at the expense of resolution loss. The problem we study can be used to trade-off flight-time and coverage.
For example, consider a precision agriculture application in which aerial images are used to infer nitrogen or moisture levels or spread of diseases. When a farm is monitored periodically, we can use satellite imagery or partial data collected to form a prior estimate and determine areas of interest from that prior. A height value can be associated with each point based on the uncertainty levels (see e.g. Tokekar et al., 2013) . In Section 5 we present simulations Fig. 1 . Each cone represents a point that must be viewed from a given height and angle. We study the problem of computing the shortest path to visit all cones.
that emulate this scenario. Similar coverage problems arise in surveillance, search-and-rescue, sea floor exploration, environmental monitoring, and numerous other applications. Before formalizing Cone-TSPN, we start with an overview of related work.
Background and related work
Our goal of planning an informative trajectory for a UAV has received recent research attention. The problem of planning short trajectories for a UAV equipped with a camera was addressed by Cheng et al. (2008) . The trajectories were required to result in coverage of the surfaces in a 2.5D urban environment, and a coverage strategy was presented with length no greater than a constant factor times optimal. Sadat et al. (2014) performed coverage with a UAV at varying height levels in response to online observations (interesting terrain was revisited at lower levels). The authors provide no guarantees on the length of their tour. In Tokekar et al. (2013) , points of interest were selected to visit to minimize misclassification error, and visited them with an aerial vehicle or ground vehicle. In contrast with this work, the measurement height was fixed a priori. In Schwager et al. (2011) , control policies were designed to minimize an error function based on area covered per pixel. Their cost function pushed the set of mobile cameras to view the area of interest from as close as possible, while leaving none of it uncovered.
Similar 3D informative path planning problems can be formulated for underwater vehicles. In Englot and Hover (2013) , a sampling-based motion strategy was presented which can quickly obtain feasible coverage trajectories for inspection of complex 3D structures. Galceran et al. (2015) studied the problem of planning a short trajectory for an underwater vehicle inspecting the ocean floor, represented as a 2.5D depth map, with an orientable sensor. The authors formulated a coverage strategy that compared favorably with a standard lawnmower pattern.
TSPN formulation of robotics path planning has been used for data muling operations, where the goal is to compute a trajectory for a data mule to travel so that it passes close enough to sensors so that data can be wirelessly transferred (Bhadauria et al., 2011; Tekdas et al., 2012) . These problems were only considered on the plane.
The TSP is a widely studied optimization problem that is known to be NP-hard. As TSPN generalizes TSP, it too is NP-hard, even in a Euclidean metric space. It was shown in Arora (1998) and Mitchell (1999) that Euclidean TSP admits a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) in R d for any d. However, Euclidean TSPN is known to be APX-hard (de Berg et al., 2005; Safra and Schwartz, 2006) , even if the neighborhoods are line segments of similar length (Elbassioni et al., 2009) .
If the structure of the neighborhoods is highly restricted, Euclidean TSPN can admit a PTAS using similar approaches as the known PTASs for Euclidean TSP. In Dumitrescu and Mitchell (2003) , Mitchell's m-guillotine PTAS method was extended to provide a PTAS for equal disjoint disks in a plane, or, more generally, nearly disjoint "fat" polygons (polygons with lower-bounded volume compared with their width). The same work also provides constant factor approximations for arbitrary connected neighborhoods of similar diameter, using a technique similar to that described in Arkin and Hassin (1994) . In Bodlaender et al. (2009), Arora's shifted dissection PTAS method was similarly extended to provide a PTAS for disjoint fat polygons of similar size, for the related minimum corridor connection problem. Their algorithm applies in higher dimensions, and they claim that the same algorithm can work for the TSPN problem. The authors also provide a constant-factor approximation when the disjoint fat rooms are varying size. The remaining case known to admit a PTAS is the case of arbitrary fat disjoint neighborhoods on the plane, of possibly varying size, solved again in Mitchell (2007) .
The problem is more challenging when the neighborhoods are allowed to intersect. If the neighborhoods are fat and "weakly disjoint," Chan and Elbassioni (2011) provided a quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme, which works for any R d . This "α-fat weakly disjoint" requirement, in Euclidean space, is a requirement for disjoint balls contained entirely within the neighborhoods, with radius proportional to the neighborhoods' diameter.
For some classes of fat neighborhoods that may intersect, a constant factor approximation is known. On the plane, the work in Dumitrescu and Mitchell (2003) and Elbassioni et al. (2009) provided a constant factor approximation for neighborhoods of similar diameter. The approximation was improved in Dumitrescu and Tóth (2013) for the case of disjoint unit disks, and a new constant factor approximation algorithm was presented for possibly intersecting unit balls in R 3 . Then in Dumitrescu and Tóth (2015) a constant factor approximation was found that can handle arbitrary (possibly differently sized and intersecting) disks in the plane. If polygons on a plane are not fat and not similarly sized, Elbassioni et al. (2006) provided a O( log n) approximation algorithm. Otherwise, Mata and Mitchell (1995) presented an O( log n) approximation for arbitrary connected simple polygons in the plane.
Specifically for our proposed problem Cone-TSPN, the following are known.
• If viewing cones are disjoint, fat, similarly sized, Bodlaender et al. (2009) provided a PTAS.
• If similarly sized cones are fat weakly disjoint (i.e. allowed to intersect above a certain height), Chan and Elbassioni (2011) provided a QPTAS.
In this work we will show that there exists an algorithm for Cone-TSPN with polynomial complexity that has an approximation factor independent of n and the cone view angle α, and allows arbitrary cone intersections. The approximation factor depends only on the variation in cone heights. Independence on α implies that our Cone-TSPN algorithm performs well both when the view angle is very narrow (the cones approach line segments) and when the view angle is very wide (the cones approach disks): both of these are considered violations of the fatness criterion required by previous work.
An earlier version of this work appeared in the 12th International Workshop on the Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics (Plonski and Isler, 2016) . This expanded and revised document presents an improved Cone-TSPN approximation factor, attained through the initialization step presented in the new Section 4.1. This eliminated a multiplicative factor of ( 1 + tan α) in the approximation, which is significant at wide view angles. This work also presents a new computation for the constant C v , new pseudocode descriptions of the algorithms, and an expanded related work section.
Problem Statement
In this section, we formally state the Cone-TSPN problem and detail our approach for solving it.
Given: a ground plane in R 3 , a set of n cones C with heights H and boundaries defined by the union of all lines that pass through an apex on the ground plane with angle α from the normal vector, and a takeoff position x 0 on the ground plane. Cone c i has height h i , and its upper disk, or cap, has radius h i tan α. We will denote the maximum height attained by the optimal tour as h . Note that h ≤ max( H).
Objective: find a minimal length closed tour T that intersects all cones, where length is measured as Euclidean path distance. This problem is NP-hard, so in this work we aim to find a tour in polynomial time that has guaranteed approximation factor between the length L of our tour T and the length L of the optimal tour T .
Our approach is based on the following idea: when the height difference between cones is small, we can consider the problem in the intersection of the cones with a horizontal plane, where the problem can be solved more easily (because it reduces to TSPN with equal disks). By selecting a single plane (as shown in Section 4.2), we obtain an approximation factor that is O
We can reduce the dependence on cone height variation from cubic to a logarithmic factor if we carefully select multiple planes with responsibility for visiting cones of different heights. This algorithm (presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4) obtains an approximation factor that is O 1 + log max(H) min (H) .
Optimal maximum height attained
First we consider the problem of finding how high above the ground the optimal tour can travel, given that it must start on the ground. Recall that h is the maximum height attained by the optimal tour T . If the cones are tall compared with the tour length, h might be shorter than the shortest cone. In this section, we provide bounds on h and a method to search for aĥ with bounded distance from h . Later we will useĥ to determine how high our tour can travel. Let T 0 be the optimal tour that lies entirely on the ground plane (this is the optimal TSP tour of the cone apexes). Define the length of this tour as L 0 .
Lemma 1. If h ≤ min( H) and h
Proof. We start with bounds on L compared with h . To upper bound L , we construct a tour T p from T 0 that is guaranteed to have length less than L 0 while still visiting all neighborhoods. Start with T 0 and project every point on it along the vector tilted α away from the normal vector, towards x 0 . The distance to project is sin α times the distance between the point and x 0 ; this ensures that the entire projected tour T p lies on a virtual cone with angle π/2 − α, with apex at x 0 . This cone is shown in Figure 2 . Every point on T 0 that visits the apex of a neighborhood is projected to a new point on the boundary of the same neighborhood: therefore, since T 0 visits all neighborhoods, so must T p . If a robot executes T 0 at unit speed, the speed of its projection is cos α. As the length of T 0 is L 0 , the length of
The lower bound on L comes from the following: Consider the projection of T to the ground plane. Denote it T 0 . Denote its length as L 0 . This tour T 0 is no longer guaranteed to visit each neighborhood, but it is guaranteed to pass underneath each neighborhood. For each neighborhood c i , we can add to T 0 a detor of length at most 2h tan α to ensure that c i is visited at its apex. However, we also know that L 0 ≥ L 0 . Thus, L 0 + 2nh tan α ≥ L 0 (because T 0 is the optimal tour that visits each neighborhood at its apex). We know that T travels total horizontal distance L 0 , and it must travel total vertical distance not less than 2h (enough to rise to h and return back to the ground). There-
We also know that L 0 ≥ 0. Combining the above properties together, we achieve
, we can ignore the case where 0 > L 0 − 2nh tan α. Combining the bounds on L , we achieve the following equation that is quadratic in h :
Since the squared term is positive, the inequality is satisfied between the two roots h and h u .
Lemma 2. If h
Proof. This follows by combining Equation (1) with a looser lower bound on L :
Lemma 3. We have
Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2, as well as the fact that the optimal tour can never travel higher than the tallest neighborhood. guesses. For the other ranges, we will show that the quotient of their maximum value to their minimum value is polynomial in n, so they can be searched with O( log n) guesses. Consider the range [h , h u ]. The quotient Q 1 of the maximum to the minimum is described by
Finally, consider the range
. The quotient Q 2 of the maximum to the minimum is described by
In the following sections we use the fact that by computing O( log n) tours with different height guesses, we ensure one of them will have been computed with a guessĥ that satisfiesĥ/2 ≤ h ≤ĥ. We truncate the tops of the cones so that max( H) =ĥ, without affecting the optimal tour.
Algorithm
Now that we have a method to bound h , we can bound the effectiveness of visiting view cones at a fixed height. In this section, we will first present the strategy for when the neighborhoods are disjoint; then we will find a tour for intersecting neighborhoods by first computing a maximal independent set (MIS). Finally, we will show how we can obtain shorter tours by using multiple height slices.
Special case: L is small
Our approximation algorithms will introduce additive factors proportional to h and h tan α. Clearly, we can relate h to L . However, when the number of disjoint cones is small, it is challenging to directly relate L with h tan α. Therefore, we will first introduce a special maneuver CLOSE-VISIT that has a constant factor length and is guaranteed to visit all cones if L is small compared with h tan α. Therefore, to construct a tour, we can first compute the CLOSE-VISIT tour. If it satisfies the cone visit requirements, it is the solution. Otherwise, we have a useful lower bound on h . This maneuver is shown in Algorithm 1, and Figure 3 .
Lemma 5. For any Cone-TSPN instance, the length L of the tour T computed by CLOSE-VISIT satisfies L
Proof. Clearly, we have L ≥ 2r . From preprocessing we have L ≥ 2h ≥ĥ. Here T is a fixed maneuver with length ( 6 + 4 √ 2) r + 4ĥ. Simple substitution proves the lemma.
Lemma 6. For any Cone
Proof. To ensure that the CLOSE-VISIT tour is a solution to Cone-TSPN, it will suffice to show that each input cone intersects one of the vertical line segments in the tour. This is equivalent to ensuring that every circle in circleSet intersects one of the corners of the coverage box ((2r , 2r , 0) , ( 2r , −2r , 0) , (−2r , −2r , 0) , (−2r , 2r , 0)).
The largest circle that can be in circleSet while not intersecting a corner of the coverage box is the circle centered at x 0 , with radius r a < 2 √ 2r . The smallest circle in circleSet has radius r b = min( H) tan α. By combining the lemma assumption with the fact that L ≥ 2r , we achieve
Since r a < r b , it follows that each circle in circleSet intersects the coverage box, proving the lemma.
Now that we have a solution when L is small, for the rest of this section we can narrow our focus to the situation where L >( 1/ √ 2) min( H) tan α.
Problem 1: disjoint cones of similar height
Define a function f ( T x , h x ) that describes the sweep volume given by the Minkowski sum of the tour T x projected to the ground plane and a cone with angle α and input height h x .
Lemma 7. For any h ≥ max( H),
Proof. The right-hand side is the formula of the volume of a cone swept out along a path of length L . Since our tour must return to the start, it is not a tight upper bound.
Lemma 8. For any h ≥ max( H), if the cones in H are disjoint, there exists a constant C v such that
Proof. If a tour T visits a cone c i with height h i , the points swept out by its Minkowski sum include a portion that is the intersection of two cones of equal height h i , which are offset by distance at most h i tan α (which we denote r i ). See Figure 4 . The volume of this intersection can be computed with a double integral:
These points are in cone c i , and cones are disjoint, and all cones are visited. Therefore, we can use C v = 0.23. Now we can present Algorithm 2, which solves Cone-TSPN for disjoint cones by fixing a coverage height h t . An example execution of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . 
Lemma 9. If T is computed with SLICE-VISIT using a ( 1 + ) approximation, on a Cone-TSPN instance with disjoint cones,
L 1 + − L ≤ 2h t + 2 tan( α) h i ∈H ( h i − h t ) ≤ 2h t + 2n( mean( H) −h t ) tan α
Algorithm 2 SLICE-VISIT
Input:
circleSet ← circular cross sections of C in the plane at height h t 4: x t ← x 0 raised to height h t 5: T h ← approximate TSPN tour that visits circleSet and x 0 (using, e.g., a PTAS for disjoint neighborhoods (Mitchell, 2007) ) 6: T ← T h connected to x 0 with a double line segment Fig. 5 . Demonstration of SLICE-VISIT. If the optimal tour T visits a cone at a height lower than the height of a slice h t , this does not lengthen the tour in the slice T h . However, if T visits a cone at a greater height, T h must lengthen in proportion to the height difference times tan α.
Proof. First, project T to lie entirely at h t . This cannot make it longer. Now, for every cone i that was visited by T at a height higher than h t , visit the cone in the plane by adding two line segments at height h t , each with length less than ( h i −h t ) tan α. Now we have a tour that lies in the plane h t and visits every cone, as well as passing directly above x 0 (because T must visit x 0 ). To connect with x 0 , we need 2h t additional length. Finally, we allow that our computed L might be longer than the optimal tour in h t .
Theorem 1. For any set of disjoint input cones, and givenĥ such that h ≤ĥ ≤ 2h , and assuming L >( h t /
√ 2) tan α, the algorithm SLICE-VISIT solves Cone-TSPN with approximation factor
Proof. We can substitute our conditional assumption into Lemma 7 and obtain
Now we combine with Lemma 8, and use the property that h
Next, substitute Equation (14) into Lemma 9:
Here we use the property that since h t ≤ĥ, it follows that h t ≤ 2h ≤ L .
Theorem 2. For disjoint cones with heights H, the problem Cone-TSPN admits a polynomial time approximation factor that is
Proof. From Lemma 4 we can guess the heightĥ within a factor of two of h in polynomial time. If L is short, Lemmas 5 and 6 prove that CLOSE-VISIT provides a constant factor solution. If L is long, Theorem 1 proves that SLICE-VISIT provides a solution that depends on the ratio between max( H) and min( H).
Problem 2: disjoint cones of differing heights
When there is high variability in cone height, SLICE-VISIT performs poorly on its own, because it cannot move higher than min( H). We address this in Algorithm 3 by classifying cones according to their height and performing SLICE-VISIT separately for each height class. Proof. For slice i, we can compute the approximation factor of the subtour responsible for visiting the slice using Equation (15), and using the worst case whereĥ i = 2h ti and mean( H( B) ) =( 3/2) h ti :
Algorithm 3 HEIGHT-VISIT
There are 1 + log 2ĥ h subtours, joined together on the vertical line from x 0 at no increased cost.
Problem 3: non-disjoint cones
Once we have a method to visit disjoint cones at heights comparable with their maximum heights, we can use the common trick (Dumitrescu and Mitchell, 2003; Dumitrescu and Tóth, 2013; Elbassioni et al., 2006) of selecting a MIS of neighborhoods, finding a tour that visits the set, and modifying the tour to guarantee that it also visits all unselected neighborhoods.
First we construct our MIS. To achieve this we select cones greedily, from the shortest. We denote this strategy of constructing the MIS as HEIGHT-SELECT. An example execution of HEIGHT-SELECT is shown in Figure 6 (a).
Lemma 10. When a cone set is selected from H using HEIGHT-SELECT, the caps of the selected cones intersect every cone in H.
Proof. If a cone c i is selected, it intersects its own cap. If c i is not selected, it was removed from the sorted list before it was the shortest cone in the list. This means a shorter cone c j intersects c i . Therefore, the cap of c j intersects c i .
Algorithm 4 HEIGHT-VISIT-INTERSECT
Input: x 0 , possibly intersecting cones C, H,ĥ Output: Cone-TSPN tour
innerC ← circle intersection of c i with plane at height h t
7:
outerC ← innerC radially expanded by a factor of 3 8:
T ← T connected with innerC by a double line segment at p i 10:
T ← T connected with outerC by a double line segment that intersects innerC and lies radial to both circles 11: end for Now we can present Algorithm 4, our extension to HEIGHT-VISIT for an input set of non-disjoint cones. An example of this extension is shown in Figure 6 (b).
Lemma 11. The length of the coverage maneuver inserted in T in one execution of lines 9 and 10 in HEIGHT-VISIT-INTERSECT is not greater than h t ( 8π + 6) tan α.
Proof. The added circle paths have length 2π h t tan α and 6π h t tan α. The circle paths can be added to the main tour using four line segments with total length at most 3h t tan α.
Lemma 12. For any set of input cones, HEIGHT-VISIT-INTERSECT computes a valid Cone-TSPN tour
Proof. First, we know that line 3 computes a tour that visits every cone in the selected MIS C . We ensure that every cone that intersects the cap of a cone in C is visited by our added circle paths. If c i ∈ C , c j ∈ C, and c j intersects the cap of c i , the distance between the apexes of c i and c j must not be greater than 2h i tan α. This distance is not greater than 4h t tan α, because h t ≥( 1/2) h i . The outer circle intersects any cone that has distance from the apex of c i in the range [2h t tan α, 4h t tan α] and the inner circle intersects any cone in the range [0, 2h t tan α]. Proof. The subtour T i responsible for visiting slice i has length L i and visits n i disjoint cones in the MIS. Our bounds on L are unchanged from before, using n i instead of n. We modify Lemma 9 as follows to account for the coverage maneuvers:
Now substituting into Equation (14), and using the worst case mean( H( C i ) ) = h ti andĥ = 2h ti , we obtain
As before, there are 1 + log 2ĥ h subtours. Now we can combine Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 with Theorem 4 to make our strong claim about the approximability of Cone-TSPN.
Theorem 5. The problem of Cone-TSPN with possibly intersecting cones of heights H admits a polynomial time approximation factor that is
O 1 + log max( H) min( H)
Experiments
In Section 4, we presented algorithms for Cone-TSPN that have theoretically bounded worst-case performance. Now the question remains: can these algorithms be made to work in practical, real-world situations? In this section we show that there exist realistic Cone-TSPN instances where an algorithm very similar to HEIGHT-VISIT-INTERSECT computes a good (short) tour.
Implementation
We implemented our algorithms using heuristics that improved practical performance without hurting the performance guarantees. Our method is shown in Algorithm 5. We relax the requirement that the slice tours be performed in series. Instead, we compile a set of points to visit, X , at height h t for each cone in the MIS c i ∈Ĉ so that every cone that intersects c i is intersected by at least one of X . In the simplest case, c i is disjoint (lines 14-16), so a point is added that is marked as adjustable. Otherwise, we find the smallest possible inner coverage circle (lines 18-25) and outer coverage circle (lines 26-33). Then we optimize a TSP tour of the union of all slice points using the Linkern module from the Concorde TSP solver 1 (line 36). Finally, after the optimal TSP tour is computed, it is shortened through an iterative process (lines 39-42) that adjusts the waypoints for disjoint cones.
Evaluation
We will evaluate the utility of HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL by comparing it with the following.
• The cone apex tour T 0 . This demonstrates the performance of an algorithm that is unaware of the view cone properties, and images every object at a point directly above it.
• A simplified algorithm, called SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL, which truncates all input cones to the height of the shortest one. That is, it inserts the instruction H t ← min( h , H t ) after line 5. This provides a performance comparison with an algorithm that treats the input cones as uniform disks at a fixed height.
First, we will consider a representative application of surveying a field of row crops, where cone heights are generated from satellite imagery with heights that vary depending on importance. Next, we will consider Cone-TSPN instances with cones drawn randomly from normally distributed positions and heights. 
Real environment
We used a satellite image of a field or row crops to generate a realistic Cone-TSPN instance that we could execute our algorithms on. We generated view cones on a 20 m grid for a rectangular field. Since a frequent aim of crop surveillance is to detect stressed plants, we required parts of the field with less green be imaged from closer. Specifically, we took twice the green channel and subtracted the other two channels to generate a simple approximation of crop stress. Then we selected cone heights linearly based on this stress metric: highest stress corresponded with 8 m, lowest stress corresponded with 150 m. The average cone height was 111.22 m. We used the next grid square southwest from the southwest grid square as the takeoff point x 0 (there was a road in this square). We used α = π/4. Using Concorde TSP solver we found the optimal tour T 0 of the cone apexes, and we executed both SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL and HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL. The generated cone heights and computed tours are shown in Figure 7 . Since the input was a uniform grid, both T 0 and the SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL tour were boustrophedon-like coverage pattern, respectively, at heights 0 and 8 m (since 8 m was the height of the shortest cone). Concorde found L 0 = 33,533 m, so theĥ search began from h = 2.9336 m.
The bestĥ found for HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL was 64 m, with 4 slices. The length of the SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL tour was 27,214 m, and the length of the HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL tour was 13,612 m. This was a cost reduction of 18.84% for SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL and 59.41% for HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL, over the baseline optimal tour of cone apexes.
These results show that HEIGHT-VISIT performs well when planning a tour of dense view cones of varying height.
Simulated environments
To further validate our algorithms, we also executed them on randomly generated inputs. We generated 100 sets of 400 view cones which had normally distributed heights and positions. The position distribution had zero mean and independent variance of 100 2 in each direction. The takeoff point x 0 was chosen from the same distribution. The height distribution had 250 mean and a variance of 100 2 , with a minimum of 10. We used α = π/4. The tour lengths and tour heights attained are shown in Figure 8 , as well as an example cone distribution. The average height attained by SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL was the average of the shortest cone in the input, which
Conclusion
In this work, we have formulated a new optimization problem Cone-TSPN, which is a form of TSPN in R 3 . Cone-TSPN is designed to formalize the problem of planning a minimum length tour for a UAV that must image specified points on the ground, where each point has a maximum distance that it can be imaged from while resolving sufficient detail.
We have presented new approximation algorithms for Cone-TSPN, SLICE-VISIT and HEIGHT-VISIT, which are the first to obtain approximation factors independent of the number of input cones n. The SLICE-VISIT algorithm remains at a constant height and obtains an approximation factor that is O (h max /h min ) 3 , where h max and h min are the heights of the tallest and shortest view cones, respectively By executing SLICE-VISIT O (1 + log (h max /h min )) times at different heights, the HEIGHT-VISIT algorithm obtains an approximation factor that is O (1 + log (h max /h min )).
As part of the proof of correctness of these algorithms, we were also able obtain upper and lower bounds for the maximum height off the ground that an optimal tour will attain as a function of the number of input cones, α, and the zero-height TSP tour, even when the input cones are arbitrarily tall. Unfortunately, the range of heights is a union of two occasionally disjoint segments, and defies intuitive explanation.
In addition to theoretical work, we have also presented a practical implementation of the HEIGHT-VISIT algorithm, and validated its performance through simulation. We generated Cone-TSPN instances both from satellite imagery and randomly, and showed that HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL computed significantly shorter tours than those computed by the less flexible SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL or by running a TSP solver on the positions of the cone apexes.
Some areas of future work are as follows.
• The maximum heights achieved by both strategies, for 100 Cone-TSPN instances. SLICE-VISIT-PRACTICAL must remain at the level of the shortest cone, but HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL can travel higher. The most slices HEIGHT-VISIT-PRACTICAL ever used was four.
image points of interest from closer up. For this situation SLICE-VISIT might be useful as a single-step subroutine.
• Tilted view cones. What if view cones are derived from the positions where a particular facet of an object can be well-imaged? This is a distinct TSPN variant that might admit a similar approximation to what was presented here.
• Implementation on real UAVs. Are the paths feasible to execute? Do they result in useful images? • Multirobot planning. What if there are multiple robots, perhaps with varying capabilities?
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